
“Humankind: a Hopeful History” — 49-07

PAUSE TO CONSIDER: REFLECTIONS ON SESSION #7


“Avoid the News.” 
  

1. Here are the videos that we didn’t watch last night. We so enjoy your participation 
during BreakOut time so hope that you will find time to view these support videos. 
You can check out Pygmalion and Golem Effect on Performance (The Power of 
Intrinsic Motivation — Chapter 13), Jos de Blok’s take on motivation, as well as 
Mary Gordon’s (Roots of Empathy) and Edward Deci’s. Support videos from 
Chapter 14 — Homo Ludens — include Rob Tuitent, Cody and Harper Goldberg, 
Rob Human and the Agora School and Sjef Drummen. Enjoy! Watch and if 
questions or comments come to mind, call/email me, ok?  wallacebj@me.com 


Pygmalion and Golem Effects on Performance 


Jos de Blok
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mailto:wallacebj@me.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-IOafzSkVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeOrNjwHw58


Mary Gordon on “What Motivates Children.”	 


Dr. Edward Deci — “Intrinsic Motivation” 


Rob Tuitent: Future of Outdoor Playgrounds
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ba7bpEUONM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-ntCcqPpPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0Nhi3mrzdE


Harper and Cody Goldberg — Making Playgrounds Fun Again


Rob Human and the Agora School


Sjef Drummen — Niekee School
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3H3BxvDkCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Fds4aNkgUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHSRSQaO_L4


2. There you go! And now onto a review of last night’s Session #7. As always, I so 
appreciate the work of Wayne and Joan in the preparation and delivery of our Monday 
Night Book Study and, last night, I was so grateful for ZOOM!! The thought of returning 
to a very cold vehicle at 9 p.m. for the drive home sends shivers through me as I 
consider how wonderful it was to be joined by Mike, Pam and Jim from afar last night. 


I am grateful for Ken’s participation in our study. The whole idea of misinformation and 
disinformation is not new to us, however its prevalence in our information sources in 
today’s complex society is frightening. Thank you, Ken.  For those of you who might 
have missed this, here is Ken’s Text for his Opener. 


FIGHTING MISINFORMATION — DIGITAL MEDIA LITERACY


I. INTRODUCTION

	 Key Question — “What is truth or reality in our time?”

	 Rutger Bregman — An answer can be found by analyzing whether humankind 
is by nature good or evil. Rutger’s thesis is that we are internally good and there is a 
need to factually counter the negative position.

	 Ken’s Personal Bias —

	 	 1. A long time High School teacher (social sciences and humanities) who 
believes that the educational system needs to help in creating digital media literacy.

	 	 2. As the oldest member of our group whose values are most likely to be 	
fossilized in 20th century values I wish to learn. Motive: to improve my digital literacy

	 Key Information Sources - IREX (International Research and Exchange 
Board 

The Great Course Series (only accepts top 5th rated educators) put the 
package together. Betty White and my daughter Kelly informed me that the series is 
available on Amazon. The presentation took the form of 8 lectures by three presenters 
who have lectured around the world. Ukraine’s Mehri Druckman is os particular 
interest. This pilot program was supported by the Canadian government in 2015 and 
2016 just after the Russian takeover of Crimea.  It has been taught to 40 000 students 
from all regions of Ukraine. Specially, it taught how to detect and fight Russian 
propaganda.

	 Two Basic Definitions: To finish this introduction 

Misinformation is incorrect or misleading information. 
Disinformation is false and deliberately created to cause harm.  
Misinformation is the umbrella term most commonly used. 


	   
II. The Body — it seems to divide into three areas

	 1. Label to disable = attempts to reduce your own bias. 

	 	 Emotional Reaction to Analytical Brain

	 	 (fight or flight)	 	 (Identify your emotional reaction)

	 II. Care Before You Share: four steps

	 	 1. take responsibility — you are your own gatekeeper
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	 	 2. acknowledge that you may not know — is it just appealing 	 	 	
	 	 to you as it supports your opinion? 

	 	 3. verify the information — check it out,

	 	 4. don’t share — if you’re not sure its true.

	 

III. Breaking Your Information Bubble  — IREX has created check list questions and 
charts. Here is a simple listing of some of the charts:

	 	 	 a, Use of the Scientific Method - hypothesis testing.

	 	 	 b. Science and Health Information.

	 	 	 c. Journalism Verification Skills

	 	 	 d. Seeing through Visual Misinformation.

	 	 	 e. Countering Fakes and Stereotypes in media

I hope this listing hasn’t caused your eyes to glaze over or forced you to surprise 
yawns. I can’t see you!!


I would use the simplest ways of analyzing a suspect piece of information — the 
five W’s — Who, What, When, Where, Why.  

Briefly use the Lord of the Flies through the lens of the five W’s.  
My reflection follows.  

Digitally Applied Search Engines: much of this is new to old 20th century thinkers 
like myself. 

1. Use of Algorithms: - Computer collected data, geared to your research history and 
internet habits, supported by advertising and marketing companies, an assemble 
mixture of things that the algorithm chooses. 


2. Google: dominant research engine guided by algorithms.

3. DUCK DUCK GO: doesn’t collect data on servers, doesn’t share your data, 

protects privacy and helps you break your information bubble.

4. Bing, Dogpile, Yahoo — much like Google and could be use to crosscheck 

Google. 

5.   Wikipedia — collaborative and self-regulating — good job of verifying facts and 
minimizing bias.


III. Conclusion: In Alberta we are now in an election cycle where politicians are trying 
to attract your vote with promises and their parties’ platform.  You will be likely able to 
identify the use of misinformation and disinformation as wedge politics are employed 
that stress difference and not common goals. Are the real critical issues being 
discussed?  

As a long-time educator, my bias is that the education curriculum must be a 
major issue. Here are my reasons for emphasizing education as a major issue. 

1. Canadian Census Report (Oct. 28, 2022): Canada has accepted 1.3 million 
immigrants since 2016 with a recent objective of an annual quota of 500 000 per year. 
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We have a good international reputation for an orderly screening process of immigrants 
and subsequent integration.  There will be several issues affecting our ability to 
integrate — education, housing, health care. 


	 2. ATA Magazine Editorial (August 31, 2021) 
“Strong curriculum helps battle disinformation.” A discussion followed based upon the 
Draft K-6 curriculum.  It states that the curriculum focuses too much on memorizing 
lists of decontextualized facts and knowledge.


	 3. Major Editorial in the Calgary Herald (Oct. 22, 2022) written by three 
professors from the UMR.  “UCP resolution to ban teaching diversity, Identity Deeply 
Troubling.” They specifically attack two UCP Resolutions.

	 	 Resolution 5: “Bans educators from teaching students about diversity 
and inclusion.” The professors note the similarity of this resolution to the laws 
introduced in 36 states by the US Republican Party.  They point out that over 1 500 
books are being banned from schools. 

	 	 Resolution 17: “Designed to bar education on identity and sexuality and 
to put the parents in control of their children’s gender.”  They point out that transgender 
youth experience much higher rates of depression, anxiety, compared to the regular 
counterparts. Up to 30 % of transgender youth have attempted suicide at some point 
in their lives. 


3. Housekeeping: In order of updates for the week, here goes:

	 a. Ukraine Benefit Gala (you can watch this on Youtube on St. David’s Youtube 
Channel.

	 b. Evening Compline  with Classical Ukulele musician, Mustafa Kamilidden was 
incredible — an evening beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the Rosa Centre, U of C on 
November 18 is a free evening concert, showcasing awesome talent. 

	 c. Men’s Breakfast at the Avro Museum  at the Springbank Airport is on 
November 13. Check for starting time — I’d guess 9:00 ish.

	 d. Christmas Craft Sale goes on November 19th from 9 to 3. 

	 e. Advent Study begins Friday noons at SDUC on November 25. 

	 f. Volunteers for Scripture Readers are very welcome. sduc.ca 


4. Bregman’s Rule #7 of Rules to Live By: Avoid the News 
 

Problems with the News according to Bregman include: 

	 	 - It skews your view of the world as it generalizes people into groups like 	 	
	 	 	 politicians, elites, racists, refugees…

	 	 - It can be addictive according to neurologists.

	 	 - Managers of Facebook/ Google limit their children’s time on line.

Advice from Bregman: 

	 	 - Read the Sunday paper (Wayne reads New York Times and Globe and 
Mail), particularly in-depth feature writing.
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	 	 - Meet real people in the flesh ( I sat beside Jason Copping, Minister of 
Health, for a few minutes on Saturday night at St. David’s but didn’t make use of the 
opportunity sadly.)

	 	 -Think as carefully about what you feed your mind as you do about 

the food you feed your body.  

5. Wayne mentioned Frankl’s book “Man’s Search for Meaning” in his input re: Part 
Four — A NEW REALISM. 


	 His quote: “Seek meaning and purpose for your life…


While head of the Neurological Department at the general 
Polyclinic Hospital, Frankl wrote Man’s Search for Meaning over 
a nine-day period.[17] The book, originally titled A Psychologist 
Experiences the Concentration Camp, was released in German 
in 1946. The English translation of Man's Search for Meaning 
was published in 1959, and became an international bestseller.


In answer to the question, “What is my ultimate purpose?”, Wayne mentioned the 
importance of Mind(intelligence) and Faith being integrated in his life. Ken, in response, 
suggested the Bregman uses a blend of Science and Faith/Beliefs. He referred us to a 
quote from Joseph Campbell: “A myth is something that has never happened, but is 
happening all the time.” (Not quite Ken’s words but the words I found online.)


6. I loved the clip on Bertrand Russell. A girlfriend on mine said (about 40 years ago) 
that Bertrand Russell had changed the mind of her husband about religion so I’ve 
always wondered what he could have said that had such a major influence. This clip 
was filmed before Russell’s death in 1970. His “moral” quote — Love is wise, hatred is 
foolish.” Kindness and tolerance were key words for him in his senior years. Amen!!


7. In researching 49-07, I came across a video segment (can’t find it again) that 
showed a picture of a Model T Ford and a new Ford, a Wright airplane and a modern 
jet then a classroom from the 1800s in contrast to a modern classroom. Oops, very 
little change!!! The question Wayne asked was “What’s the purpose of Education?”


8. Joan closed with a brief review of chapters 13 and 14 and assigned our readings for 
the next week: Chapter 15 and prologue for Part Five: Turn the Other Cheek. Our 
rule to live by to contemplate — “Cynicism is just another word for laziness — don’t 
punch Nazis.” 

9. The poem entitled “Teachers” was given to me by my friend. We attended an event 
featuring Guy Doud years ago at the Jubilee Auditorium. Since then, it is part of my 
Favourite Sayings added to each of my journals. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man%27s_Search_for_Meaning


10. Session 49-08 will have Deb Charnuski and Mike Grammer opening and closing. 
Awesome!!


11. From Last Night’s Breakout Rooms: 


* 	 How can my faith help me deal with a book like this? 

* 	 Avoid the News. (Plus and minus!!)t work, the opposite of play is depression.”        

(Brian Sutton-Smith) What do you think? 

* 	 Bertrand Russell and William James on Belief? Discuss

*	 Intrinsic Motivation vs Extrinsic Motivation in your life.

*	 What is life’s ultimate purpose really about?

*	 What is the purpose of Education? 


Chat included: Oops! I can’t find where I downloaded Chat — please email me your 
comments so I can include them next week. Several teachers had comments to share 
regarding Chapter 14: Homo Ludens. Interesting translation for Latin: Man — the one 
who plays. 


12. As requested here are the reading assignments for the rest of the study: 

*********************************************************************************************************** 
November 14, Session 08: Chapter 15 and Part Five: Turn the Other Cheek. Cynicism 
is another word for laziness — don’t punch Nazis.  

November 21, Session 09: Chapters 16, 17 and 18. Come out of the closet — don’t 
be afraid of doing good.  

November 28, Session 10: Epilogue and Summary Evening. Be realistic.  
*********************************************************************************************** 
9. Check out MINISTRIES/ADULTSPIRITUALDEVELOPMENT page if you wish to 
review many of our previous book studies on sduc.ca and see the pdf from last night. 


Bible Study on Thursday mornings on ZOOM at 10 a.m. Romans with a little of 
Proverbs will keep us busy. 
Pastoral Care Wednesday Morning 10:00 a.m. is a very welcoming place to be 
Wednesday morning. Eva will be hosting Wednesday’s gathering.
Read Chapter 15 and Part Five: Turn the Other Cheek.
And, if you missed last night’s session, find the pdf on sduc.ca / Ministries / Adult 
Spiritual Development or Events/ Monday Night Book Study. 

Thoughtfully yours,


Brenda 403 510 1993 wallacebj@me.com
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